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Introduction
Throughout the twentieth century, the methods employed by planners have moved from that of a rational and

systematic model to a new communicative action model; thus a move from focusing on “analysis” and processed
knowledge to that of interactive and local knowledge. While the move from a distanced to a more interactive approach became necessary in order “to best serve the public interest;” the current focus on local knowledge continues to overlook other representational forms such as photography, film and personal experience.
This thesis sought to answer the question : what forms of representation do local planners use to portray neighborhood change and how do they negotiate among them? I was interested in the difference, if any, between how
a local planner understands a neighborhood and then how they present that neighborhood in a professional document/report, and how can we best negotiate between the differences between the forms of representations. Using
interviews and a filmed site visit, I explored how select city planners in Detroit came to understood city neighborhoods, beyond the simple numerical analysis provided in typical, government issued planning reports.
However, the thesis instead turned into something else, and arguably, much more important: through the interviews, site visit, and filming; I developed a relationship with and understanding of the complex organism that is Detroit
- specifically Downtown and Midtown Detroit - and ultimately discovered who I was as a planner.
Enjoy.
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Background
In planning, a well-known yet contentious gap exists between planning theory and practice.

The early planning
theorists approached planning practice at an arm’s length and through a rational, systematic lens. They looked
to map the future of planning and speak to normative traits - how the profession should be. Throughout their work,
“runs the tacit assumption that planners’ purposes are to maximize welfare and solve problems” (Innes, 1995: 184).
In order to fulfill that requirement, planners used a number of systematic approaches; “through analysis to influence
decisions, through the design of regulations and implementation strategies that produce desired outcomes, and by
enabling or creating institutions like markets or voting rules that allow self-organizing systems” (Innes, 1995: 184). Early
planners were rational, operating at a distance from the realm of politics. However, while early work in planning laid
the foundation for what planning should be - normative theory - it left a gap in what planners actually do - professional practice.
In an attempt to close the gap between theory and practice, communicative action planners sought to find
out what the planning field has become and how to move from there. Unlike their predecessors, communicative action planners work within the world of politics. The relationship between policy and action is multi-dimensional versus
linear (Van Herzele, 2004). The new planner is an actor within the world and not merely an observer. Communicative
action planners “not only premise their work on the idea that the planner’s task is to use knowledge for managing society, many of them are worried about the planner’s potential to exercise such power” (Innes, 1995: 184). Due to this
concern, the new mode of collaborative planning focuses on specific stakeholders in a specific place at a specific
time and therefore builds at the grassroots level (Van Herzele, 2004). As opposed to using logical deductive analysis,
the new planning paradigm focuses on “qualitative, interpretive inquiry...and seek[s] to understand the unique ancontextual, rather than make general propositions” (Innes, 1995: 184).
Planners must bridge from knowledge to action. In order to be effective, communicative action planners argue for the inclusion of a more specific type of knowledge, that of local knowledge, “information that is socially constructed in the community where it is used” (Innes, 1995: 185). From the new communicative action planners comes
the necessity for local knowledge.
As planners have moved from analytical to qualitative inquiry, the apolitical to the political, the contextual intelligence of residents within the specific locality becomes essential. Community knowledge provides insights often
overlooked by professionals. Central to this approach is a greater emphasis on the exchange of knowledge and
ideas through communication with residents, community groups, and users of the space in question (Van Herzele,
2004). Community, or local, knowledge “includes information pertaining to local contexts or settings, including knowledge of specific characteristics, circumstances, events and relationships, as well as important understandings of their
meaning” (Corburn, 2003: 421).
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An integral component of local knowledge is the rooting of the information within a specific place. For local
knowledge, the ‘knowledge’ community “might be a neighborhood and/or group with a shared culture, symbols,
language, religions, norms;” which starkly contrasts that of professional knowledge, “knowledge [held] by members of
a profession, discipline, university, government agency, or industrial association” (Coburn, 2003: 421). The knowledge
held by a community is specific and unique, where technical knowledge is generalized and influenced by the presenting institution. The conflict between professional and local knowledge occurs when professionals assume community knowledge as secondary to their expertise and quickly dismiss such claims, thereby missing the importance of
local knowledge. There is often a question of substance - knowledge and arguments used to justify decisions on the
ground - that complicates the communicative planner’s model and as a result diminishes the public’s potential for
challenging established views with creative solutions (Van Herzele 2004).
The complementary model of public participation highlights the afore-mentioned problem of the public being
perceived as secondary sources of information. Within the complementary model, “the public is asked to offer values, raise questions of fairness, provide insights, but scientific experts retain autonomy over technical issues” (Corburn,
2003: 423). Therefore, in an attempt by planning to increase the value of public input, “there is a need to identify not
merely what participants ‘like to see’ or ‘expect to see‘ but, more important, what participants ‘come to see’” (Van
Herzele, 2004: 200). As the communicative action planners seek out community information, they often apply the
complementary model to public participation; continuing to value the early technical analysis.
Taking a new path derived from communicative action planners, Jason Corburn, argues for a third model, coproduction. In a co-production model, “science in understood as dependent on the natural world, as well as historical events, social practices, material resources, and institutions that contribute to the construction, dissemination and
use of scientific knowledge” (Coburn, 2003: 423). The model also “problematizes knowledge and notions of expertise
from the outset, challenging traditional distinctions between expert and lay ways of knowing” (Coburn, 2003: 423).
From Corburn’s study of the environmental problems faced by the Brooklyn, New York, neighborhoods of Greenpoint
and Williamsburg, he was able to conclude that “local knowledge contributed to community planning in at least four
different ways: 1) epistemology, 2) procedural democracy, 3) effectiveness, and 4) distributive justice” (2003: 427).
Claiming the success of the co-production model in practice, Corburn “implicat[es] a shift from science ‘speaking
truth’ to society to the more democratic notion of ‘making sense together” (2003: 430). Therefore, local knowledge
should never be ignored by professional planners for democratic reasons.
As planners have moved from general to specific types of knowledge, the normative to the descriptive; they
have ignored other forms of representation which influence the community. Visual knowledge, through photography, film and advertisements, can also influence local and expert knowledge, and must not be overlooked. This bias
begins with the education that planners receive in graduate school.
3

Literature Review
Meant as a foundation for professional practice, graduate planning education often stumbles when attempting to

delineate between an academic foundation and professional action. While theoretical and practical forces do not
need to work in opposition, they often do. The greatest example lies in how current graduate student planners are
being taught.
The current modus operandi of a graduate planning curriculum is designed around a two year tenure of study
with orientation to a number of planning techniques and theory. However, “this makes it both unlikely and unrealistic to assume that a relatively brief graduate education will provide opportunities for the acquisition of all skills and
competencies needed throughout the course of a planning career” (Ozawa and Seltzer, 1999 : 257). A closer link between education and practice is necessary in order to organize and prioritize course offerings and ensure smoother
transitions from an academic setting to a professional workplace.
Planning theory should bridge from the academic field to the work of the practitioner. As planning theory has
evolved from that of the rational and distanced thinker to the active participant, the core curricula remains at arm’s
length from the practical field, by allowing for the reproduction of rational analysis “obediently throughout the years”
(Friedmann, 1996). This can be best demonstrated by looking at three examples of current course syllabi focused on
neighborhood change and community development.
Professor Stacey Sutton’s “Neighborhood Change, Planning and Policy” course, taught in the spring semester
of 2011, at Columbia University states three objectives:
1. To develop a common conceptual framework and language for
understanding why neighborhood change is often hotly contentious
by discussing how and why neighborhoods change and how spatial
identities are framed
2. To sharpen methodological and analytic skills for neighborhood-level research by conducting “small area” analyses and demographic
profiles; and
3. To learn how to apply conceptual tools and research techniques to
analyze place-based policies, programs and planning decisions
4

Within the objectives, two important words are repeated, ‘conceptual’ and some conjugated form of ‘analysis‘ (Sutton, 2011).
For the course assignments, sixty percent of the grade is determined by the completion of a neighborhood
profile and study. Here are the requirements:
Neighborhood Profile:
Select an area for study. Describe the neighborhood’s basicprofile using common attributes: physical boundaries, demography and socioeconomic
change (population, race/ethnicity, employment, poverty, education, crime
- specify years and dataset used), physical attributes (transit, schools, hospitals, and institutional amenities), civic leadership (Community 197-a Plans, rezoning, Business Improvement Districts), local strengths and challenges, and
what other descriptors are important?
Neighborhood Study:
Drawing on your neighborhood profile, analyze neighborhood changes
that have occurred. What are the key indicators that the area is changing?
What is your perspective about how it’s changing? How has planning and policy been used to mitigate or advance change? How have local interests (residents, organizations or others) responded to changes?
From the rhetoric used for the objectives and assignments, clear emphasis has been placed on ‘conceptual’ and
‘analysis.’ Thus, the student emerges from the course a rational, technical and distanced observer at a small spatial
scale. For a class focused on a very specific frame of planning education, the temporal change of a neighborhood,
there is no physical connection to a neighborhood. One of the most important absences is the visual. Can a student
truly understand the fluidity of a neighborhood if they have yet to see it beyond quantitative representations?
Continuing to explore the syllabus, the second week of the course asks the question, “What are neighborhoods?” The first reading is that of George Galster, a professor at the College of Urban, Labor and Metropolitan Affairs
at Wayne State University, “On the Nature of Neighbourhood.” Galster defines a neighborhood as “the bundle of
spatially based attributes associated with clusters of residences, sometimes in conjunction with other land uses” (2001
: 2112). While seemingly vague, he quickly redefines a neighborhood to be that of a complex commodity. Galster
assigns value to various attributes within a neighborhood package and continues to argue for the neighborhood
as an economic entity to be both consumed and produced by four types of users: households, businesses, property
owners and local governments (2001 : 2113).
5

Galster’s neighborhood is economic and therefore must reside within the rules of neo-classical economics.
Here, Galster reaffirms the rational graduate student’s education. Yet, as planning students are taught in their fundamental micro-economics class, cities and neighborhoods must account for market failure, because ultimately,
perfect and rational economic thought does not exist. Galster alters his argument to include “collective intervention,
whether it come[s] from informal social processes, non-profit, community based organisations, or the governmental
sector” (2001 : 2122). Here, Galster calls for the communicative action planning student to actively intervene. But,
the necessary action is only mentioned at the end, and with no specific suggestions. From the beginning, the course
readings focus on analytic models of neighborhood with brief glimpses of active participation and are completely
void of visual representation.
The University of Pittsburgh’s graduate program in urban planning has a similar course, “Neighborhood and
Community Development” taught by Professor Sabina Deitrick. According to the syllabus for the Fall 2009 version of
the course, “[the course] introduces students to the dynamics of neighborhood change, with an emphasis on tools
for analyzing neighborhood development and change and policies that have helped shape and transform urban
neighborhoods” (Deitrick, 2009). The stated learning objectives are:
1. Understand theories of neighborhood and community development and how they
have been/are applied to urban planning, policy, and practice.
2. Understand specific urban policies over the 20th and 21st century and how they
have helped to shape the urban environment as it affects neighborhood and community development.
3. Apply microeconomic theory to neighborhood development, especially for labor
and capital markets, migration, workforce development, and regional development.
4. Link neighborhood development to environmental issues concerning sustainability,
urban sprawl, and New Urbanism.
5. Understand the historical, political and institutional framework in which neighborhoods organize and plan community development.
6. Use techniques, such as GIS, simple descriptive statistics, literature reviews, and others to describe and analyze neighborhood development and change in one specific
place.  
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Much like Professor Suttons’ “Neighborhood Change” syllabus, the neighborhood continues to be represented
through theoretical and quantitative measures. Professor Deitrick explicitly specifies the application of classical microeconomic theory to understand neighborhoods, whereas through Professor Sutton’s assigned readings an implicit
rational model from which to understand neighborhoods emerges. However, Professor Deitrick does mention the use
of “techniques, such as GIS...to describe and analyze neighborhood development and change” which highlights a
move toward visual representation (2009). But once again, this course on neighborhood change does not require
students to visit the locations they are analyzing.
Another course at Columbia University, “Community Development Policy,” currently taught by visiting professor, Jeffrey Lowe, in the fall semester of 2011, looks to advance student knowledge about community development.
Similar to the Neighborhood Change course, the end objective states, “students will understand the various theories
of neighborhood change, be able to use these theories to inform the development of revitalization strategies, and
be familiar with techniques for analyzing and diagnosing neighborhood trends relevant to community development”
(Lowe, 2011).
Once again, the majority of the grade for the course depends on the completion of a neighborhood project.
Neighborhood Project:
The purpose of this assignment is to help students develop the capacity to plan
for a neighborhood’s redevelopment. Working in teams students will select a
neighborhood in New York City for their project and complete the following assignments:
		
1. Neighborhood Analysis – Students will analyze and interpret quantitative indicators about this neighborhood. This assignment will familiarize students
with various sources of data at the neighborhood level.
2. Interviews – Students will interview residents and community leaders
from their chosen neighborhood in order to learn about opportunities and challenges confronting the neighborhood, the concerns of residents, and assets
and problems in the neighborhood. Students will summarize the results of these
interviews.
		
3. Recommendations and Plan – Students will synthesize the data they
have gathered and analyzed in the Neighborhood Analysis and Interview assignments along with what they have learned in the course to develop a plan
of action for their study neighborhood.
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While very similar to the structure of the ‘Neighborhood Change’ neighborhood analysis, the ‘Community Development’ course includes the opportunity for interaction between students and the community, and therefore more
closely resembles a communicative action approach. However, while interviews are involved in order to better complete a description of a neighborhood, the emphasis remains on analytical skills and on learning ‘from a distance.’
With regard to course readings, the following books are required, Ferguson and Dickens, Urban Problems and
Community Development (1999), Freeman, There Goes the Hood (2006), Holstein and Gubrium, The Active Interview
(1995), and Medoff and Sklar, Streets of Hope (1999); along with supplementary articles. Two of the four required
readings are primary accounts of specific neighborhoods in Boston and New York, containing both quantitative and
qualitative analysis. Freeman and Medoff and Sklar use case studies to illustrate their respective arguments on gentrification and community organizing. While these books provide an alternative approach beyond the typical academic article, they do not encourage students to actively participate in a neighborhood; students remain analytical
when reading these works. Once again, the rational and distanced planner is prioritized over the actively engaged
planner.
The examples pulled from Columbia University and University of Pittsburgh curricula point to a continuous emphasis on the distanced, technical and quantitative education of graduate student planners, often leaving out the
visual and qualitative. This is a problem.
Continuing with an attempt to connect education and practice, the American Planning Association produces
Planning Advisory Reports as an “authoritative guidance on current issues and innovative practices” (APA Online).
These reports serve as a guide for professional planners on various topics. The PAS Report, “Community Indicators,”
outlines measures that would look to past and current trends in order to give planners and community leaders the
best tools in which to direct future outcomes (Phillips, 2003). According to the report, a planner should first define
community indicators, “bits of information that when combined, generate a picture of what is happening in a local
system” (Phillips, 2003 : 2). However vague the definition, the report continues by explaining that community indicators can be, and are usually, selected through the use of local knowledge. In many cases, community indicators are
social factors influencing an individual’s well-being within the community. For example, if a local planner wanted to
look at the current well-being of Midtown, Detroit, surveys - with questions relating to education, health, recreation,
crime and other social conditions - should be conducted with as many residents as possible, with the responses then
given numerical properties which aid in analyzing the responses and further evaluation of the community’s health.
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The report focuses on the communicative action approach to planning, and therefore looks to the community
in order to understand it’s ‘health.’ Community indicators “become more powerful once they are embedded in the
practices and thinking of institutions and communities” (Phillips, 2003 : 4). Judith Innes continues the communicative action sentiment by stating the indicators can only exert influence “if they represent a socially constructed and
shared understanding created in the community of policy actors” (1998 : 58). Where the education on neighborhood
change looks to temporal changes in Census data, the professional report seeks local knowledge. Thus speaking to
the larger problem of a major disconnect between educational representation of neighborhoods - seemingly modeled after the rational model - and the professional representation of neighborhoods - seemingly modeled after the
communicative action model.
Therefore, both academic and professional preparation materials seem to lack complete inclusion of the various forms of representation available to planners.

9

Research Design
To discover the forms of representation used by local planners, I set out to understand each form, determine who

uses these forms, and identify locations that these forms are meant to represent. Moreover, I decided to pay particular attention to visual forms of neighborhood representation. Consequently, the thesis explores the following question:
What forms of representation do local planners use to understand
neighborhood change and how do they negotiate among them?

Site Selection
The research took place in Detroit, Michigan, in the spring of 2012. Detroit interested me because it has undergone significant physical and socio-economic changes since the middle of the 20th century. The temporality of
these alterations are seen in the neighborhood make-up. Since 1993 when the population of Detroit reached one
million, down from roughly 2 million in 1950, the Department of Planning and Development created ten neighborhood clusters to help future planning efforts (“Community Reinvestment Strategy” : I-1, 1997).
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Figure 1. The Ten Clusters of Detroit

These clusters were drawn to include an approximate population of 100,000 residents in close geographically proximity. A task force created by Former Mayor Dennis Archer, created the boundaries, and therefore each cluster includes
multiple neighborhoods each with a set of unique characteristics. So while, the clustering seemingly makes analysis
simpler, aggregate quantitative data does not completely represent the cluster and its diversity.
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I decided to look specifically at Cluster 4, which includes nine neighborhoods make up Cluster 4, the Central
Business District, Corktown, Jeffries, Lower East Central, Lower Woodward, Middle East Central, Middle Woodward,
Near East Riverfront and Upper East Central. This allowed me to compare the written document, “Cluster Book
Four” of the Detroit Master Plan for Policies, to what the planner for that cluster outlined as significant. Cluster 4 also
represents the central business area where a high contrast between deterioration and revitalization exists. Originally,
I intended to compare the entire cluster to the appropriate “Cluster Book,” however, during the course of the interviews, the principle planner for Cluster Four, Bruce Evans, urged me to focus on the Central Business District, Lower
Woodward and the Near East Riverfront. Therefore, I briefly referenced the complete cluster, then narrowed attention
and comprehension to the three neighborhood sub-sections.

Figure 2. Cluster Four Boundaries & Neighborhoods
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Figure 3. Forms of Representation

Primary
Sources

Planners have a variety of representational forms
available for them. Each form of representation falls into
one of two categories: primary and secondary sources.
Primary source collection involves accumulating quantitative and qualitative data that is closest to the person,
time period, idea or location being examined. In planning,
the following primary sources are available: personal experience, interviews, photographs and films. Secondary
source collection involves amassing qualitative and quantitative data originally presented elsewhere. The secondary sources available to planners include: Census, surveys,
organizational data, and media reports. (See Figure 3). In
summary, the primary sources are able to offer accurate
or realistic, at the least, depictions of localities. However, the primary sources’ main shortcomings include being
malleable - therefore easy to bias – as well as incomplete
– offering one or two aspects.

Example

Does Poorly

What an
individual
experiences

Highlights possible
overlooked
important factors

Not easily shared
with others

Interviews

Speaking to
Residents or
Professionals

Gives in-depth
information

May be biased,
may not be
cromprehensive

Photographs

Census

Surveys
Organizational
Data

Media
Sources
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Does Well

Personal
Experience

Film

Secondary
Sources

Research Methods

Forms of Representation

Camilo Jose
Visual depictions of
Vergara’s
place
“Detroit in Ruins”

8 Mile

Can activate
May emphasize only
visual, auditory &
one perception of
emotional sensory
neighborhood
response

Collected by the The premier source
for demographic
US Census
& socioeconomic
Bureau
figures
Generic forms
completed by
residents

Difficult to read for
understanding / many
interpretations

Provides place for
community input

Only gives
numerical
perception of
location
May not completely
represent whole
population

Specific
May not accurately
Data collected by an
demographic data represent community.
organization,
collected by an
May focus on one
DPD’s Cluster Books independent agency organization’s goals

Offers a variety of

Detroit Free Press opinions on location
& relative issues

May be biased or
report incomplete/
misinformed
information

Institutional Review Board: Before moving forward with research, I had to complete the necessary paperwork
- thesis proposal and detailed research method explanations - to the Institutional Review Board at Columbia. Upon
approval, I was able to move forward and begin conducting interviews.
Interviews : Since I was interested in the most local form of the urban fabric – the neighborhood – it was important to speak to neighborhood planners. They focus on the collection, analysis, and interpretation of qualitative and
quantitative data at the most ‘local’ of levels. Looking at a specific place, neighborhood planners are interested in
temporal and physical change and arguably, can offer the best advice concerning development and revitalization
of the area.
Detroit’s Planning and Development Department had six planners on staff in early 2012. Of these six planners,
I conducted interviews with two planners - both involved with neighborhood planning and services - that lasted approximately one hour each in early February 2012. The questions focused on the planner’s professional experience in
the city and how they “learn” a neighborhood. (See Appendix A, “Interview Guide.”) While I was initially prepared
to ask them a series of questions regarding the preparation of an official document for a lesser known area, such as
neighborhoods in Cleveland, the discussion quickly became focused on how they came to understand Detroit and
the neighborhoods they were responsible for. Through that, I was able to find to what forms of knowledge or representation allowed them to feel competent enough to discuss the city professionally.
Site Tour : Beyond in-person interviews, I filmed a tour of the Central Business District, Lower Woodward and Near
East Riverfront neighborhoods of Cluster 4, in early March of 2012. The tour had been suggested by the planner for
Cluster 4, Bruce Evans, and included historically, culturally, aesthetically and economically important landmarks of
Detroit’s urban fabric. Unfortunately, due to limitations in scheduling and office protocol, I was unable to video the
planner interviews nor have one escort me on the site visit. Yet, the tour was filmed in accordance to Mr. Evans specifications and with the help of a film professional, Jeff Hackett, and allowed for visual representation of statements
recorded in his interview.
Part of the reason to choose a specific neighborhood cluster in Detroit is to be able to compare the planners’
answers about how they think about neighborhoods with a professional planning document recently updated, the
“Cluster Books” of Detroit’s Master Planning document. The comparison between the interviews, planning documents
and selected planning curriculum is the basis of my analysis.
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However, before I proceed with the analysis and findings, I need to briefly explain the critical comparative
piece - the “Cluster Books,” I must outline the basis for comparison, which is the latest version of the Master Plan of
Policies for the City of Detroit.
The Master Plan and Cluster Books: As prescribed by State Legislation and City Charter, Detroit’s Planning and
Development Department, must update the Master Plan of Policies on a regular basis (“Executive Summary,” 2009:12). Within the Master Plan, “Cluster Books” are published for each of the ten neighborhood clusters established in 1990.
Within each cluster, more neighborhoods are identified as an attempt to recognize “community established boundaries” and “services areas” (Ibid., 3). The “Cluster Books” outline current conditions, potential issues and stated goals
for the combined neighborhood area, with relation to four categories: physical development, economic, social and
intergovernmental relations (Ibid., 2).
Explicitly stated in the Master Plan, the “Cluster Books,” provide “developers, citizens and City agencies [a]
greater clarity in land-use regulatory policies and easier access to information” (“Introduction,” 2009:1). The order
of beneficiaries in the above sentence is very telling, as developers are emphasized. From this, one could argue the
belabored purpose for this planning document is the easily accessible and understandable provision of spatial information for those seeking development opportunities within the City of Detroit.
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Findings
Upon conclusion of the interviews and site visit, three recurring themes emerged :
1) quantitative data is necessary, but insufficient,
2) history matters, and
3) places are complex, ever-changing organisms.
Through the exploration of these themes, a dominate conclusion emerged: significant amounts of time must be spent
in a place to enhance understanding
The above themes lay the foundation for the following argument: the rational model for planning in practice
and education, does an inadequate job in preparation for professional careers. Moving forward, I will elaborate on
and analyzed each of the themes by aligning each theme to a specific neighborhood. Of course, all themes are
relevant and understandable in each neighborhood context, but for ease of organization, explanation of findings,
and analysis, I found it best to organize a theme per location.
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Cluster Book Four
Here, I offer a general description of Cluster Four, as described in “Cluster Book Four,” in order to provide an
initial - yet brief - perspective of the complete Downtown and Midtown areas of Detroit. “Cluster Book Four” begins
with a two paragraph introduction of descriptive text before the qualitative emphasis through two elementary maps
and a page of 2000 census data.
Cluster four is generally bounded by the Highland Park city limits to the north, the Detroit
River to the south, Mt. Elliott to the east, and the Lodge (M-10) and Jeffries Freeways (I-96)
to the west. The cluster consists of nine neighborhood areas: Central Business District, Corktown, Jeffries, Lower East Central, Lower Woodward, Middle East Central, Middle Woodward,
Near East Riverfront, and Upper East Central.
Cluster Four is unique among all clusters in the City of Detroit. Its character is defined not
only by its residential areas, but also by its business and educational districts and the number of visitors to the area’s theatres, restaurants, and entertainment venues. (“Cluster Four,”
2009:4.1).

The introduction highlights the current major land-uses of the neighborhoods within Cluster Four - residential, entertainment and commercial. However, it is interesting to note, the use of the word, “character” in lieu of “land-use” in the
introduction. As stated before, the intention behind the Master Plan is to provide developers with a clear description
of development potential throughout the cities‘ neighborhoods. The only represented visual ‘character’ for Cluster
Four are two maps - one illustrating land-use and the other, transportation networks. By these graphics alone, one
could assume Cluster Four’s character strictly depends on use and ease of (private) transportation. The Cluster Four
Introduction section concludes with a demographic profile from the 2000 Census.
By looking at this census snapshot, (Figure 4), one will notice the close to ten percent decrease in population
and the roughly 16 percent decrease in housing units from 1990 to 2000, coupled with the almost 20 percent of vacant housing stock, and over half of the population with an income less than $25,000.
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Figure 4. Cluster Four - 2000 Census Profile

The data provided in Cluster Book Four, would show a somewhat desolate picture of Cluster Four; an area that includes the Central Business District and by that information alone, should boast a vibrant, diverse atmosphere with
plenty of residential and commercial housing stock.
18

However, when asking Principle Planner, Bruce Evans, for a general description of Cluster Four, he answered, “you
need to go to a city to know what its about; take a drive, see it” (Evans Interview, 2012). And from this statement,
Evans mapped out the site visit that would provide the for a better and more comprehensive understanding of three
areas of Cluster Four - Central Business District, Lower Woodward, and Near East Waterfront. Spending time experiencing areas of these neighborhoods, Evans explains one will better come to understand Downtown Detroit, the
architecture, amenities, current problems and potential.
Please enjoy the film.
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Theme 1: Quantitative Data as Necessary, yet Insufficient
Quantitative data allows for a brief snapshot of a location, a foundational knowledge, but cannot provide a complete perspective with which to make the best possible decisions for a location.
Beginning in the Central Business District sub-section of “Cluster Book Four,” the ‘2000 Census - Demographic
Profile,’ provides basic quantitative information about the residents of the CBD. According to the profile, see Appendix B, the Central Business District has lost close to four percent of its population and fourteen percent of its housing
stock since 1990, with only a third of the remaining housing stock vacant.
Evans agrees this is correct. Many of the abandoned buildings in the Central Business District are commercial,
and vacant, “the commercial videos you see with abandoned and burnt out stock are located in the downtown
area, but what you do not see are the efforts of revitalization” (Evans Interview, 2012).
In order to make informed reinvestment decisions, one needs to understand the demographic and land-use
profiles of the CBD such as the provided census information provided in the Cluster Book. Existing and future land-use
maps in the CBD section, enhance the spatial understanding of the land parcels within the district. These allow a developer, citizen or city agent to plot where a new major commercial development would best fit in the district relative
to other uses.
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CBD. 2012. Caitlin Hackett

CBD2. 2012. Caitlin Hackett

Figure 5. Existing Land-Use in Central Business District

Figure 6. Future Land-Use in Central Business District
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Yet, simply dictating the current and prospective uses of the district do not allow for one to understand the
aesthetic properties of the area.
Pointing out seven buildings containing the architectural and commercial legacy of Detroit, Evans sees redevelopment as needing to recognize, pay tribute to and emulate these architectural reference points. The buildings act as
representatives of the city’s past and future potential, according to Evans;

The Book Cadillac Hotel, at Washington and Michigan, had been vacant for over twenty-five years,
it was the largest vacant commercial building in
the city and stands in the middle of the downtown
area. Once shuttered and desperate, the hotel is
currently undergoing reinvestment through the
help of a prominent city resident and reinventingitself into luxury hotel and apartment residences.
The Capital Park Area of Downtown [where the
Book Cadillac sits] has a private savior, long-time
Detroit resident, Dan Gilbert .. [founder of Quicken
Loans] .. who continually looks for rebuilding opportunities within the city, and specifically within
Cluster Four.

Westin Book Cadillac. 2012. Westin.com
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Another prominent example of potential is the David Whitney Building, at Woodward and Witherall,
currently undergoing rehabilitation. A daughter of
the luxury hotel franchise, W, Aloft Hotel will open
in the space in 2014.

David Whitney Building. 2012.
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Other buildings of interest to explore are the Farwell, Griswold, David Stott,
and David Broderick Tower, along with the Industrial-Stevens Apartments.

Farwell Buiding. 2011

Industrial-Stevens Apartments. 2011
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David Stott Building. 2011

While on par with six named goals for the CBD in Cluster Book Four, the aesthetic preservation and appreciation mentioned by Evans, is not described extensively nor visually within the book. Beyond brief statements, as seen
in Figure 7, the prominent architectural style of the area, Art Deco, is neither mentioned nor described. If one were to
be using the Cluster Book as a sole resource for an understanding of the Central Business District, there would be no
possible way one would know how to make new and existing structures compatible.

Figure 7. CBD Historic Preservation Goals

Above, (Figure 7), is an example of where even qualitative data cannot fully represent the place in question. Figure 7
represents the brevity of detail explaining the architectural significance within Cluster Four. At times, even qualitative
data presented in an official report, such as the Master Plan of Policies, proves its necessity to an extent, while remaining an insufficient resource for understanding the specifics of place.
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Theme 2: History and Culture Matter
The Lower Woodward, just north of the Central Business District, acts as home to the historic entertainment center,
Wayne State University and Detroit’s Cultural Center. While the Central Business District encapsulates the architectural
and aesthetic history of Detroit, Lower Woodward epitomizes the commercial and cultural history of Detroit.
Beginning again with the respective section of Cluster Book Four, Lower Woodward has experienced a small
increase in population coupled with a large loss of housing stock from 1990 to 2000, and roughly 80 percent of the
population earning less than $35,000, the Lower Woodward corridor seems to have a diverse and complicated demographic profile. (See Appendix C).
With an attempt to reconcile the increase in population with the depletion of housing stock, one could assume
that housing demolitions have occurred which would make the current residents converge into the available stock,
(due to the decrease in overall available stock through demolition); one could also assume that commercial activities
have increased activity in the neighborhood thereby attracting residents and necessitating demolition of residential
housing for commercial activities. Both assumptions are correct - increased demolition in the area has decreased
the housing stock, and increased entertainment investments have helped to repopulate the neighborhood (to an
extent). But, neither explanations of quantitative trends in the neighborhood, actually explain nor describe what is
currently happening on the streets of the Woodward Corridor. Evans explains that in order to plan both short and
long term for the City and specifically, Cluster Four, one needs to understand the complicated and extensive history
of place before attempting solutions.
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Take a drive around Woodward Cooridor. See the past retail center, the current redevelopment, and the vacant
plots that offer potential solutions.
Woodward Avenue best exemplifies
history, present and future. Detroit
is attempting to remake Woodward
into the prominent retail center of decades past.
With the historic Fox Theatre, Opera
District and latest Stadiums, Lower
Woodward is emerging into Detroit’s
largest tourist center. Hoping that the
entertainment attracts visitors who will
considering remaining permanently.

Fox Theatre. 2012. Caitlin Hackett
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Opening in 1928, the Fox Theatre was the first in the world to be constructed with built-in audio equipment for
film, ensuring its stature as the premier movie destination for the Detroit metropolitan region for the following decades
(“Fox Theatre Statement of Significance,” 1989). Located at 2211 Woodward Avenue, just north of the Central Business District and in the middle of the Woodward Retail Corridor, the Fox Theatre symbolized the prosperity of the city
through the lavish and exotic architectural style. However, the theatre seemingly followed the downward trajectory
of the city’s economic standing as in the 1970s, the theatre had to close the two balcony levels, until active preservationists and community activists pushed for its rehabilitation in the late 1980s (Hodges, 2003). The impact of the Fox
Theatre revitalization goes beyond simple historic restoration, it helped to ignite interest in the Woodward Corridor and
set the stage for the emergence of Detroit’s new Cultural Center (Ibid.).

Fox Theatre. 2012. Jeff Hackett
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Keeping with the entertainment focus, in the early
2000s, Detroit relocated Comerica Park and Ford Field,
home of the Detroit Tigers baseball team and the Detroit
Lions football team, respectively, across the street from the
Fox.
Owned by the municipal agency, Detroit-Wayne
County Sports Authority and built at a combined cost of $730
million, the ball parks attract tourists to the Lower Woodward
area and have helped to spur multi-family residential housing stock and sports-oriented retail, and commercial development.
Comerica and Ford may allude to the latest trend of
development in Detroit, neither could have been possible
if were it not for the historical land-use of the corridor. The
reinvestment in Fox, the Opera District and attention to the
historical construction stock and infrastructure, the stadiums
were complimentary additions to the southern portion of
the Lower Woodward Corridor.
Comerica Park. 2012. Caitlin Hackett.
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Comerica Housing. 2012. Jeff Hackett.

Moving north, Detroit’s Cultural Center splits from the performing arts into education and fine art centers. Evans
sees the university and museum center as integral to the redevelopment of Detroit, as they both foster a sense of innovation, community and history.

One needs to explore what Wayne State brings to the City of
Detroit and pay special attention to its location across from
the Detroit Institute of Arts. The campus is bounded by the
Detroit Public Library, allowing access to all citizen, and looks
upon the D.I.A. which signifies the cluster of museums bringing art, history and education to the citizens.

Wayne State. 2012. Jeff Hackett.
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However, here is another example of how descriptive and numerical data cannot completely prepare one
for the understanding of the spatial. The shift from the performative cultural center of Detroit to the named “Cultural
Center,” is ambiguous. The ambiguity stems not from the fluid transition, but a jarring landscape of vacancy and nondescript buildings. It is hard to realize one is in the new Cultural Center district unless able to recognize one of the two
iconic buildings - the Detroit Public Library and the Detroit Institute of Arts.

Detroit Institute of the Arts. 2012. Caitlin Hackett.
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Detroit Public Library. 2012. Jeff Hackett.

Regardless, it is the purpose the Cultural Center serves that highlights its importance.

The Cultural Center symbolizes the rich heritage Detroit has
served throughout time, as a place for education, creative
and historical appreciation. It allows people to understand
the temporal changes of the city - its highs and its lows - and
offers a wider perspective of what the city has to offer currently, and what it has offered to residents in the past.

Detroit Institute of the Arts. 2012. Jeff Hackett.
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By invigorating the Lower Woodward Neighborhood with retail, commercial, entertainment and cultural activities, Detroit hopes to attract short-term and long-term residents.
As Lower Woodward highlights the emphasis on historical and cultural centers as necessary to understanding
that history matters within a place, it also leads into the last theme - that beyond quantitative, historical and cultural
knowledge, neighborhoods are complex and continuously changing organisms.
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Theme 3 : Neighborhoods are Complex, Transforming
Hard to completely capture through visual means - such as photography and cinematography - is the last emerging theme, the complexity and morphology of place. The Lower Woodward neighborhood has glimpses of the past,
present and future potential as it attempts to recapture its legacy as Detroit’s prominent activity center. And therefore, the neighborhood alludes to both the importance of history, but the complexity of place. As one travels in either
direction on Woodward, one is able to see the transformation in real time.

Paradise. 2012. Historic-Structures.com
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Empty Woodward Lot. 2012. Caitlin Hackett.
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Woodward Avenue. 2012. Google.
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Redevelopment on Woodward. 2012. Caitlin Hackett

The ability to transform, alter, evolve and regress can be seen in a matter of blocks. Hard to capture visually, it is even
harder to comprehend with numbers alone, as quantitative data only give figures relevant to a particular time on a
particular day for a particular space. The temporality of place is also best seen along the waterfront.
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The Near East Riverfront is sparsely populated, with an increase in housing stock and a majority of the residents (over
60 percent) making an income above the Detroit median ($35,000). Therefore, one could assume, a current emphasis on residential land-use on a(n), arguably, desirable piece of land. (See Appendix D).
This is true. But, yet again, the quantitative does not come close to comprehensively representing the aesthetic,
physical and historical qualities of the area.
Formerly home to numerous manufacturing production and supplementary plants, the Near East Riverfront
glorified the industrial dominance of Detroit.

Factory. 2012. Jeff Hackett.

However, with diminished necessity, the plants have either been demolished or left vacant, subject to arson, graffiti
and dilapidation.
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Detroit worked on and from the Riverfront. Supplies were moved
in and out of the city to the nation before the advent of personal
transportation, more efficient rail lines and other modes of transport.
The shape of Lower Detroit’s infrastructure stems from efficient mobilization of products. But now, these testaments to industry, are no
longer necessary for production, they need to be repurposed.

Stroh Complex. 2012. Jeff Hackett.
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And repurposing is slowly occurring.

Stroh Complex2. 2012. Jeff Hackett.
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Built at the turn of the twentieth century for the Parke Davis & Company, a pharmaceutical complex has turned into
a beginning of Stroh River Place, a redevelopment project suited for multi-tenant general office, retail and residential
tenants (“Buildings,” 2012). Committed to preserving the “grace of the site’s original construction, members of the
Stroh family [has] carefully overseen the restoration of fifteen industrial buildings” (Ibid.). As seen with the restoration
mentioned before - Book Cadillac, Fox Theatre - a prominent and loyal Detroit resident comes forward to reinvigorate
an integral part of Lower Detroit (Cluster 4).

Stroh Complex3. 2012. Jeff Hackett.
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The Stroh Family grew to power in the Detroit beginning in the mid-nineteenth century when a family “basement”
beer production grew into a local empire (Zacharias and Baulch, 1998). By 1940, numerous breweries - including
Stroh’s - called Detroit home due to the “favorable climate, exceptionally good water, convenient shipping, conventioneers, tourist, bowlers, amateur baseballers and hard-working Detroit drinkers” (Ibid.). However, due to increasing
power of national beer suppliers, independent brewers dwindled in Detroit, and Stroh’s finally sold production to the
large Miller Company in 1999 (Ibid.). Regardless, the Stroh’s family and namesake remain a stronghold in Detroit for
commerce, community, history and transformation.

The Near East Riverfront begs for the largest change. Turning around
an industrial center into resident and small-business havens will help
to show the adaptive ability of Detroit. Appearing in every prominent skyline photograph of Detroit, we need to give reference to
the past with a strong gaze into the future.

The transformation of industrial to residential certainly plays an integral role in highlighting the transformation of neighborhood, but one must remember the shift is not simple. While Stroh River Place acts as a shining example, much
remains to be done.
Parcels of land along the riverfront, between Atwater and East Jefferson Streets remain disjointed, as redevelopment potential has spurred infrastructure and urban design upgrades - such as Shepard hook streetlights, freshly
paved sidewalks, and a network of bicycle lanes - surrounding vacant, burnt out industrial stock

Beginning at the Renaissance Center [in the Central Business District]
and moving east toward Belle Island, the waterfront has potential.
Potential can be seen in the upgraded harbor and small marinas,
Chene Park, the new University Prep Science and Math High School,
conversions such as Stroh Place; but there are still deserted pockets.
Pockets that need to be filled.
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It is the juxtaposition between active and passive found on the riverfront, that cannot be comprehensively captured
in quantitative analysis, photography or cinematography.

Grafitti. 2012. Jeff Hackett.

According to Evans, it comes with experience, “living this city, seeing it everyday for a long time” (Interview, 2011).
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Riverfront. 2012. Jeff Hackett.

The Near East Riverfront section of Cluster Book Four has little spatial information beyond the land-use maps which
illustrate the shift from a majority of open and industrial land-uses to that of almost all mixed-residential and commercial uses.
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Figure 8. NER Exisiting Land-Use

Figure 9. NER Future Land-Use
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The maps do illustrate spatially, the verbalized goals of the neighborhood - increase residential density, conversion
of obsolete industrial buildings, increase the vitality of commercial thoroughfares, develop mixed-use activity nodes,
etc. - but minimally allows for complete comprehension of the current physical situation of the neighborhood. Even
with multiple site visits and the use of cinematography, the riverfront cannot be fully understand. The Near East Riverfront is an evolving organism, one complete with areas of growth and recession, feeding off pieces of itself in an
attempt for sustained survival. And when one finally understands this, one can finally understand neighborhoods.
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Neighborhoods as Organisms
The first words spoken by Principle Planner Bruce Evans, “go to a city to know what its about...take a drive...take a
tour...[essentially] live the city” (Evans Interview, 2012). The recurring and analyzed themes - data as insufficient, history
matters, and neighborhoods are complex - ultimately require a person to experience the space in real-time. Evans
found the foundation of my initial research - which included both primary and secondary sources of knowledge - basic and frankly, inadequate.

You need to see what is happening along Woodward Corridor, East
Jefferson, in Midtown and Downtown Detroit for yourself. I honestly
cannot tell you what is happening exactly, you need to see it to understand it....You need to read more because history matters.... Trivial issues affect larger issues. Sure, everyone knows the story of the
automobile, but not everyone knows the stories of insurance costs.
Historically inflated insurance costs within the city limits have consistently impeded development and posed problems for residents
and business...Being raised in Detroit, you have a wider perspective
on every issue raised, planning and otherwise. I have seen the city
at its highs and lows; its temporal changes...Of course, some would
say you are too close to the problem, sure, but it also means I can
completely understand the problem...
For Evans, it is much better to be closer to the problem than have an extended view when attempting to pose solutions. He sees Detroit in constant metamorphosis. The city is not stable, obviously, but has it ever truly been? As much
as we are alive, the built environment is alive as well. Independent players water areas, neglect others and in turn
create a place dependent on such active nutrients.
In order for a sustained progression of the profession, students need to understand neighborhoods are not
static, therefore cities are not static, states are not static, regions are not static, nations are not static, global relations
are not static. Details matter as there are particularities of place. Arguably, a seemingly simple concept, however,
when reviewing the findings from this case study of which attempts to understand change within three Detroit neighborhoods, the disconnect between professional necessities and academic preparation widens.
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All Images of Woodward Avenue. 2012. Caitlin Hackett & Google
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Before moving onto conclusions and recommendations, I must point out the limitations placed on this work.
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Limitations
Due to the limited time and resources available for the completion of this thesis, I realize that while I advocated for

a more visual, physical and experiential knowledge of neighborhoods when providing planning solutions, there are
more opinions and experiences in the professional and academic realm of planning that have not been heard.

To expand on this thesis in the future, one could include:
1) Larger pool of interviewees,
2) Specific themes or characteristics, and
3) More comprehensive theoretical framework.
Larger Pool of Interviewees
Increasing the number of professional planners being interviewed would allow for a range of urban levels to be
considered. The range would be indicative of the variances between city size, resources, development opportunities (or lack thereof), and demography. With a larger pool of interviewees various different urban typologies - cities could be investigated. The increased quantity of interviews, one would be better suited to compile a comprehensive
opinion on how planners look at and understand neighborhoods.
Specific Themes or Characteristics
Addressing specific themes or characteristics - such as density and economic vitality - could offer more insight
on how similar places are thought of and addressed. For example, on could focus solely on cities seeking reinvestment and redevelopment opportunities; therefore allowing one to better understand how planners in areas that
have undergone immense changes throughout the past century, understand their neighborhoods and cities. You
would do this by interviewing planners to capture their thinking from first hearing about a neighborhood to knowing it
and then comparing that to what they include in a written document.
More Comprehensive Theoretical Framework
In the literature review and conclusion sections of this thesis, I make general statements about academic
preparation for the profession of planning; yet while applied broadly, the statements are specific to a limited number
of institutions and a limited number of courses. Therefore, expanding the framework on which to base a theoretical
argument and conclusion to include various institutions, courses, methods of instruction would better “cement” the
argument. Academic planning programs that lead into a professional degree vary, and can be rooted in public
policy or design schools, which may have an influence on curriculum, course objectives and requirements, and the
overall progression of study.
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Conclusion
Neighborhoods are evolving organisms, when one finally understands this, one can finally understand neighbor-

hoods. Yet, meant as a foundation for professional practice, graduate planning education often stumbles.

Current graduate planning curriculum is created around a two year tenure of study with a broad orientation
to the various planning specialities with a brief introduction to technique and theory. As mentioned previously, “this
makes it both unlikely and unrealistic to assume that a relatively brief graduate education will provide opportunities
for the acquisition of all skills and competencies needed throughout the course of a planning career” (Ozawa and
Seltzer, 1999 : 257). Theory attempts to mitigate this problem by addressing the progression from rational theory to
communicative action. Theory alone cannot attempt to address the distance between the student planner and
their subject environment. Where theory stops short, course objectives and requirements should continue. And
alarmingly, they often do not.
Throughout the findings and analysis, it was shown the census profiles provided in the neighborhood sections
of Master Plan’s Cluster Books of Detroit, left much to be desired and ultimately, understood. Therefore, if a graduate
education focuses solely on quantitative analysis - even if ‘complete’ with tables, charts and a couple of maps - certain forms of representation necessary as a practicing professional are left partially or wholly absent. Quantitativeonly analysis teaches students of the field to consider spatial areas as artificial sites, instead of authentic places. But
neighborhoods, cities, and regions are not simply waiting to act on recommendations given by eager, novice professionals.
Arguably, it is the role of the planner to be able to effectively negotiate between the hypothetical and definite
place. The quantitative and rational models teach students to think of a neighborhood as a site first; the opposite of
the neighborhood’s reality. Neighborhoods exist first as a place - not as a lacunal site - “they exist in personal experience, hearsay and collective memories...[and] places are never empty;” (Beauregard, 2005: 39). A working definition for place is “complex symbolism grounded in lived experience;” the key words being ‘complex,’ ‘lived,’ and
‘experience’ (Ibid. 40). Cumbersome? Yes. Places are not devoid of competing narratives, but instead of deleting
the stories and preparing a fresh novel; planners could use the varying perspectives to their advantage, creating a
fresh, potpourri of solutions. Comparing the definitive words of ‘place’ to the syllabi presented earlier in the paper,
one finds little similarity.
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Each course states a similar objective, “the course will introduce students to the dynamics of neighborhood
change, with an emphasis on tools for analyzing neighborhood development and change and policies that have
helped shape and transform urban neighborhoods” (Deitrick, 2009). While the assigned readings of the courses provide an extensive theoretical knowledge to neighborhood change, the assignments allow for only a finite and controlled understanding of physical, visual, and actual neighborhood change. The majority of the course grade relies
on exhaustive Census data mining and analyzing, thus forcing the student to understand only a portion of the place.
As students, we remain distanced from the problem, and ultimately distanced from the solution.
Because, we are not encouraged to connect to qualitative narratives to a location, our capacity to negotiate
between the quantitative and qualitative professionally is diminished. Critical in the professional world, the important
of mediation is listed as a necessary “Skill of [a] Successful Planner” as determined by the American Planning Association (“Career Development,” 2012). Obviously necessary, the role of mediation between forms of knowledge
is greatly diminished in the institutions. Furthermore, the APA also calls for ‘successful planners’ to be able to “solve
problems using a balance of technical competence, creativity and pragmatism” (Ibid.). Professional planners are
to strike a balance between theory and practice, quantitative and qualitative. Evidenced by the selected syllabi,
few attempts have been made to balance a technocratic representation of neighborhood with a localized, more
personal representation.
Much like Detroit, in order to progress as a profession, we must take parts from theories long past, (rational/
technical); more recent (communicative action); and
coalesce theory into current and potential approaches for practice.
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Planning Recommendations
Graduate planning programs can be adequate but incomplete in professional preparation when considering the
limited - if any - inclusion of experiential forms of representation. To enhance the degree, programs must better correlate between professional skill sets, current issues and course requirements. And in doing so, begin to experience
planning, learning to treat a location as place, not a site.
Here are three possible remedies to the current situation.
1) Keep neighborhood courses focused locally,
2) Include visual representation courses, beyond GIS, on degree
requirements, and
3) Require walking tours.
While I realize the various other possibilities, I chose three recommendations more easily carried out and with current
programs as case studies.
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Keep neighborhood courses focused local
Students need to spend a large amount of time in a place to understand it, and then be able to reiterate that knowledge in a report or presentation format.
However, part of the problem with the discussed neighborhood coursework, is the freedom to be able to pick
a place the student has never been, does not know well, and may be hard to access; for example choosing to write
about the conceptions of neighborhood and community in Mumbai slums. While another, arguably more serious,
problem with the coursework is the ability to choose a place, relatively close, with limited qualitative knowledge and
without the requirement to spend time in the location. A student could choose to study neighborhood change in Astoria while attending Columbia and living in New York City, yet, deliver a complete analysis of the quantitative trends
found in the area between 1990 and 2010 without having to offer a qualitative description, or even having gone
there.
Keeping requirements local, especially for classes looking at small urban scales offer the opportunities for almost implicit inclusion of lived experience due to the familiarity of the surroundings as well as frequent visits due to
proximity. At Cleveland State University’s Department of Urban Planning, “Neighborhood Planning,” course requires
the primary focus of study and course deliverables to be focused within Cleveland:
This course is designed to introduce students to the concept
of neighborhood planning and the practice of neighborhood
planning today. The primary focus will be on urban neighborhoods located in older industrialized cities like Cleveland. (Starr
2004).

The major assignments of the course include a “photographic essay documenting the neighborhood” as the initial
means to neighborhood understanding.
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Court Format, Assignments & Grading
The course will consist of a combination of lectures by the instructor, class d i s c u s s i o n ,
movies, presentations by guest practitioners, presentation of student group projects, and
a field assignment in a neighborhood including a photographic essay. Student participation in class discussion is required as part of the grade.
Assignments
Photographic essay documenting a neighborhood (20%)
Group project & presentation: neighborhood planning in other cities (20%)
Midterm essay: Short history of your neighborhood or a neighborhood in Cleveland (20%)
Final exam (30%)
Class participation (10%)
In this course, Professor Starr prioritizes qualitative knowledge and keeps requirements local and therefore, easily accessible for students. Professor Starr also offers diversity beyond Cleveland, while including an assignment looking
towards neighborhood planning practices in other cities. The emphasis of study and assignments, however, remains
within Cleveland. Therefore, students are able to add their interpersonal experience with the locality.
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Include visual courses
Urban Planning is spatial and physical, and therefore visual. Because of this, the inclusion of a “visual course” - a
course oriented in the visualization of place, through design, site plans, etc. - as a degree requirement is a recommendation meant to enhance the student’s ability to effectively balance technical competence and creativity.
While the trend toward required Geographic Information System, (GIS), courses has helped to extend quantitative methods into the qualitative, through the use of data mapping, it does not force a student to understand physical knowledge of the space. As seen in the maps provided with Cluster Book Four and its neighborhood subsections,
the utilized maps only overlays the numerical on the spatial. Therefore, the dominant form of knowledge remains
quantitative.
edge.

Cornell’s Master in Regional Planning program, the emphasis begins with a fusion of various forms of knowlThe M.R.P. core curriculum provides each student with a foundation in
planning and spatial theory, economics, and the tools of planning analysis — both qualitative and quantitative. (“Core Curriculum,” 2012).

While the core curriculum requires analytic courses, it also requires completion of “advanced method courses” which
include : urban design, physical planning, spatial modeling, and visual methods (Ibid.).
Instituting a required option for a visually oriented course allows students to strengthen representational skills,
while maintaining the freedom to pick from a variety of qualitative methods.
The requirement is truly the key to this recommendation. Within the Graduate School of Architecture, Planning
& Preservation at Columbia, there are visual courses offered - such as “Filmmaking as Site Analysis” - however, since
the courses are located within the Architecture course designation, often planning students must seek out the availability and course offerings from these other departments independently. “Filmmaking as Site Analysis,” was invaluable to this thesis’ inspiration and method, yet only a handful of planners take the course in a given year. By making
a visual course, beyond mapping, a requirement and highlighting those courses offered in similar departments would
be incredibly valuable to our development as professional planners.
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Require walking tours
An already belabored point, that continually needs to be reiterated, to understand a place, you must spend time
there. One of the best ways in which to enhance education, understanding and professional development is to require walking tours as part of courses.
If a student takes a course in physical planning and as part of an assignment is asked to design an aesthetically
pleasing parking lot with a 200 vehicle capacity, why not take students to actual projects? Walking tours and site
visits can be essential tools for professional planning development as it helps to cultivate the ability to present multiple
forms of knowledge articulately to various audiences.
Within the Graduate School of Architecture, Planning, and Preservation, the Masters degrees for Architecture,
Urban Design, and Historic Preservation have site visits and/or walking tours as typical course requirements, so why
would planning be any different? Taking students into the field to show examples of development, redevelopment,
neighborhood, place, etc. can help to cement theoretical arguments in physical space.
While seemingly novel, select graduate programs have embraced the necessity to broaden notable and required forms of representation; and in doing so, arguably better prepare students for the profession beyond the classroom.
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Concluding Thought
I began this thesis to understand how professional planners begin to think about neighborhoods and then why, if any,
are there differences between how planners think and learn about a neighborhood and the information displayed in
a report. Instead, I discovered planners think about neighborhood visually, experientally and through data; but most
importantly, the kind of planner I am and want to be.
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Thank you.

Detroit. 2003. DetNews.com
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Appendix A : Interview Guide
1. To begin, could you tell me about your experience in planning in terms of education and work experience?
2. Now, pretend you are a new city planner for a neighborhood in Cleveland, what do you do to begin to familiarize
yourself with that city and neighborhood
a. Do you visit the neighborhood?
b. Ask others?
c. Look at data?
3. Moving back to Detroit, when you think of the clusters what do you first imagine? Visuals or numbers? People or
places?
4. For your clusters, and the cluster books that were produced, how did you come to “know” the neighborhoods in
the cluster?
a. Visit…data, etc.
5. What role does personal experience and interaction with the space plays in planning?
a. For example, do you think site visits are important and should happen before any quantitative data analysis…or vice versa?
6. Do you think the visual and qualitative representations of a place - photographs, films, and anecdotes – are important to think about or use when describing a neighborhood or plan?
7. Do you notice a difference between the forms of representation used to collect your knowledge about the neighborhoods and the forms of representation used in the report on the neighborhood?
a. Why do you think there is a difference?
b. Do you feel professional reports, such as the cluster books, are completely representative of the clusters?
c. Why/why not?
8. A few last things, why does Detroit continue to use clusters and not focus on individual neighborhoods?
9. Have the recent advertising campaigns, such as the Chrysler 300, “Imported from Detroit,” helped or harmed the
perception of Detroit in public eye? And how have popular visuals – such as the devastation and abandonment –
helped or harmed the perception of Detroit?
A1

Appendix B : Central Business District, 2000 Census Profile
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Appendix C : Lower Woodward, 2000 Census Profile
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Appendix D : Near East Riverfront, 2000 Census Profile
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